
ABOUT ME

My flat standard rate for commercial collaborations or sponsored blog posts is £20(GBP). This pricing
reflects and accounts for the usual 3 hours or so to research and write for a standard length article, as
well as sharing the post for exposure across my social media channels (primarily LinkedIn, but via
Twitter, Facebook and Instagram as well). I can also include a number of promotional photos, headshots
or other images throughout the article as well to accompany the writing if you would like to include it. I
am also able to handle more specific requests or longer contributions which can be managed on
different pricing model - please get in touch at harryclarklaw@gmail.com to organise. Finally, should you
require any  tweaks or changes to the final product once it has been completed, I will be more than
happy to accommodate for your needs.

SOCIAL MEDIA AND CONTACT DETAILS
Blog

LinkedIn

Instagram

Twitter

Facebook

E-Mail

“Harry's a fantastic role model for students around the globe. Always looking for opportunities to build skills, share
knowledge and help others in any way he can.” - Jeremy Grunfeld, InsideSherpa
“Harry is raising the bar for everyone with the quality & content of the informative posts he is producing in so many
different areas. He is doing so much to increase awareness and understanding.” - Camilla Bindra-Jones, family lawyer
“Would highly recommend Harry's blog for training contract advice!” - Jaysen Sutton, The Corporate Law Academy
Founder

My name is Harry, and I’m a 22 year-old Law
graduate at the University of York and future
Trainee Solicitor at Baker McKenzie. My blog is
geared towards helping aspiring legal professionals
get more from the industry, discussing everything
from job applications through to deep-dive insights
into emerging areas in the world of law. I have a
track record of interviewing and working with
commercial parties to demonstrate their USPs and
help my readers learn more about them and their
values.

https://hclark.law.blog/

in/harryclarklaw

@harryclarklaw

@harryclarklaw

@harryclarklaw

harryclarklaw@gmail.com
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